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Bosch DG300LPD Die Grinder Offers More Power, Greater Efficiency and Longer Life

Bosch DG300LPD Die Grinder Offers More Power, Greater
Efficiency and Longer Life
Versatile grinder just does more work; market-leading power allows user to do the toughest jobs in tightest spots

Las Vegas, Nev., Feb. 3, 2014 ‒ Getting into tight spaces with enough power to do the job is tough for most grinders. But not
the Bosch DG300LPD Die Grinder, which offers the combination of power and ergonomics to complete virtually any job in metal
fabrication.
It all starts with a strong, market-leading 4.8 amp, 3800 rpm motor. Compare this die grinder to competitive units with 3.0 or
3.5 amp power and the difference is recognizable immediately. When a user is in a tight spot or the grinder is laboring, power is
the only thing that matters.
Combine that powerful motor with Service Minder™ carbon brushes for greater durability and the result is longer motor life.
Longer brushes are more efficient and offer best durability, and that means more productivity on the job.
“Applications in metal can be tough on a die grinder, especially jobs in tight spaces,” said John Rose, product manager, metal
cutting, BOSCH POWER TOOLS. “Thanks to great power and advancements in ergonomic design, the Bosch DG300LPD Die
Grinder can handle deburring and cutting jobs at difficult angles and with limited space. When you’re straining to finish a tough
job, a little extra power and a smaller package helps.”
Ergonomic design is evidenced in a shape that can reach more places and an easy on/easy off paddle switch that provides
comfort and maximum productivity. An extended spindle gives the industry's most versatile die grinder a large working surface,
which combines with greater power to allow this grinder to reach work areas where other die grinders cannot. In addition,
directed air flow diverts dust from components to extend tool life.
Applications for the Bosch DG300LPD include milling, deburring, beveling, bending and finishing.
To learn more about the Bosch DG300LPD Die Grinder or to find a local dealer call 877-BOSCH-99 or visitwww.boschtools.com.
Check out www.bethepro.com for construction tips and videos.
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About Bosch:
The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services, active in the fields of automotive technology, energy
and building technology, industrial technology, and consumer goods. According to preliminary figures, more than 281,000
associates generated sales of 46.4 billion euro ($61.6 billion) in 2013*. The Bosch Group comprises Robert Bosch GmbH and its
more than 350 subsidiaries and regional companies in some 60 countries. If its sales and service partners are included, then
Bosch is represented in roughly 150 countries.
Its operations are divided into four business sectors: Automotive Technology, Industrial Technology, Consumer Goods, and
Energy and Building Technology. This worldwide development, manufacturing, and sales network is the foundation for further
growth. In 2013, Bosch applied for some 5,000 patents worldwide. The Bosch Group’s products and services are designed to
fascinate, and to improve the quality of life by providing solutions which are both innovative and beneficial. In this way, the
company offers technology worldwide that is “Invented for life.” Additional information on the global organization is available
online at www.bosch.com, www.bosch-press.com, and http://twitter.com/BoschPresse.

*Due to a change in legal rules governing consolidation, 2013 figures can only be compared to a limited extent with 2012
figures. Exchange rate: 1 EUR = $1.32812 (or 16.96406 MXN or $1.36837 CAD).
Bosch in North America
In the U.S., Canada and Mexico, the Bosch Group manufactures and markets automotive original equipment and aftermarket
products, industrial drives and control technology, power tools, security and communication systems, packaging technology,
thermotechnology, household appliances, healthcare telemedicine and software solutions. For more information, please visit
www.boschusa.com, www.bosch.com.mx and www.bosch.ca.www.boschusa.com.
About Robert Bosch Tool Corporation
Robert Bosch Tool Corporation, the Power Tools Division of North America, was formed in January 2003 when Robert Bosch
GmbH combined its North American power tool, accessory and lawn and garden divisions into one organization. As a
manufacturing pioneer with more than a century’s worth of experience, the Bosch name has become synonymous with
engineering excellence. With 3,350 in North America, the global Power Tools Division is the world leader in the design,
manufacture and sale of power tools, rotary and oscillating tools, accessories, laser and optical leveling and range finding tools,
and garden and watering equipment.
For more information, call toll free 877-BOSCH-99 (877-267-2499) or visit www.robertboschtoolcorporation.com.
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